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CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. IT IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN! Are you feeling naughty
and sexy? Well then grab your supplies and get ready to unwind and let your imagination explode!
32 one sided pages , and they range in skill level!
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I have a few adult coloring books and this is by far my favorite. It's different than your standard
swear words book, which is amazing balls. The pictures aren't all flowers and leaves and animals.
No collection of adult coloring books is complete without this one.

I absolutely love this book. I have been wanting to purchase it for quite a while and am so glad I
did.The pages are one sided and there is a blank blotter sheet in the back of the book for you to put
between the pages to prevent bleed through to the other pages. The designs are sexy, cute,
feminine and elegant at the same time. The phrases are definitely for adults but not vulgar. I would
definitely recommend this to anyone who likes to color in adult themed coloring books.

One of the better adult "grown up" coloring books. The pictures on the pages are single sided. Each
page has a different theme. Its got some of the pictures without any words at the end so you can
make up your own. It also has in the back of the book a Color Check Page that you can test out
colors on before you use them. And finally, it also has a Blotter Page in the back that you can rip out

to put behind the pages so markers and stuff dont bleed on the next page if you color with the
pictures still in your books and dont rip them out.

I was a little on the fence about this since I purchased it for a gift . I thought the designs were a little
bit basic and down right simple in some cases . However my friend loved it so it ended up working
out just fine .The pages themselves were put together nicely . The books binding is perfect and
there were quite a few pages in here compared to some of the other coloring books I've used .The
book includes a page to tear out and place behind the page you are coloring to prevent bleeding .
But as I stated , the pages are made fine .The basic format ended up working out well since neither
one of us have a lot of time to actually sit down and color .The sayings and pictures in here range
from simple to down right crude and naughty . Perfect for that rotten person we all love . Of course I
did censor those in my photos , but I'm sure you get the drift .I would probably order this again or
even something similar for a gift idea .We had a good laugh over some of these pages .

This is one of those that I kinda knew was going to be disappointing, but my boyfriend likes the
sayings so I thought it would be fun to color some for him. The artwork is really kinda terrible, but it
is kinda funny. If I was being totally honest, I'd say it's a hard pass for sure. On the picture I started,
I was using Sakura 58176 10-Piece Gelly Roll Blister Card Moonlight 06 Fine Point Gel Ink Pen Set,
Assorted Colors.

Great calming effect of coloring! The pictures are not too complicated to color and are easy enough
for a beginner that doesn't have patience for all the intricate coloring books. I would recommend just
using colored pencils or gel pens for this book though because the pages bleed a little from the
markers. Some funny sayings, nothing too bad though. I wouldn't let my kids color them though
because they are too young. My oldest son wants me to buy him and his wife one. Worth the little
money it cost. I like the fact that these are much cheaper than the stores.

Love the phrases and pictures in this coloring book. It can bring out the naughty in a nun...ðŸ˜˜

I absolutely love the designs and artwork in this book! I wear corsets and heals and am loving
coloring the pics how I dress!! Only for those with a good sense of humor and taste ;)
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